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Fifteen young Swedes died at the loss of Ormen Friske in the 
North Sea in 1950. Ormen Friske was a reconstruction of the 
Norwegian Viking Age Gokstad ship. Although I have written a 
lot on this tragedy already, I will briefly return here to 
some topics. 
 
Ormen Friske, an approximately 24 metres long, open clinker 
built ship, went down with all hands around noon, June 22, 
1950 in the waters of Heligoland in the German Bight. 15 young 
men drowned. (Edberg 2004; cf. also 2005a, 2005b.) 
 
Ormen Friske was built in 1949 by an experienced builder of 
wooden boats at the Frisksportförbundet’s boatyard in Stensund, 
Sweden. The Gokstad ship’s gauges, as published by its 
excavator, where used. But the construction practices were 
those which were standard in the craft at this time, and not 
Viking Age methods. The keel was constructed as a beam of 
eight two-and-a half inch pine planks, glued and bolted 
together. The rig was outlined by an authority on the subject, 
Sam Svensson of the Swedish Maritime Museum, who also was an 
advisor at the project. 
 
Ormen Friske’s hull was found smashed into three major parts 
and several smaller ones. No technical investigation of the 
wreckage was made at the time, and we are restricted to a 
number of amateur photographs and various observations, 
preserved in letters and newspaper interviews. My assessment 
has been and still is that this material indicates that the 
ship was broken apart by violent forces. It does not tell much 
about exactly how this happened, and nothing at all about the 
cause. 
 
In autumn 2008, a friend of mine, with my consent, wrote a 
short article about the Ormen Friske tragedy in the Swedish-
language Wikipedia web dictionary. After some time, an editing 
controversy broke out. 
  
It was triggered by one Martin Braun, who announced the 
results of ”new research”, namely what he designated as a 
technical investigation of the Ormen Friske disaster. Braun 
had previously appeared as my opponent shortly after my 2004 
book on Ormen Friske was published. He built his arguments on 
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some of the source material which I had found and published, 
in the first place some photos of the wreck. He also cited 
other sources, which he however would not identify. 
  
Braun's main points were two. First, Ormen Friske’s hull had 
cracked because of a bad keel. This was why the crew died, and 
those responsible for the ship’s construction error should 
have been prosecuted in court. 
  
Then, the fishermen, who testified at hearings that they had 
seen Ormen Friske close to Heligoland’s protective southern 
harbour, were liars. 
  
To me, Braun’s suggestions seemed narrow-minded and poorly 
supported. His way of reasoning reminded me of people who you 
meet now and again and who are obsessed with finding single 
simple solutions to complicated problems, leaving all factors 
but a single one aside. Such people also sometimes present 
alleged unpleasant ”truths”, which they claim scholars or 
scientists for some reasons wish to hide.  
 
Both of Braun’s points (and many others) were addressed in my 
publications mentioned above and I thought they needed little 
new attention. But after following the Wikipedia debate I 
realized that I had dismissed Braun’s impact too easily and 
will here return to my arguments. 
  
After the disaster 1950 a young man, Harry Bach, came forward 
in an interview. He had worked as a helper when the ship was 
built. He pointed at several differences between the Gokstad 
ship and Ormen Friske and claimed that he a hundred times had 
warned of the latter’s shortcomings. The text was somewhat 
contradictory. It contained oddities, such as Bach claiming 
that rivets (i.e. clench nails) were not used in Vikings ships 
(which they of course were). His observations that the ribs on 
Ormen Friske were not nature-grown but assembled with bolts, 
and similar remarks, were however correct. In his arguments, 
Braun relies heavily on Bach’s statements in the journal. (Sam 
Svensson stressed after the accident that the ship’s hull was 
constructed of first class knot-free pine planks, and said 
that if the ship had hit a rock or been blown up by a mine, no 
material would have been strong enough.) 
  
To my mind, it is probable that Ormen Friske’s hull was not as 
strongly built as the original Gokstad ship’s. Exactly what 
effect this turned out to have in practice during the accident 
cannot be estimated. Nor can the original Gokstad ship’s 
behaviour in a similar situation be tested. Braun, for his 
part, pretended that "small waves" were enough to break Ormen 
Friske’s keel. But this is absolutely wrong as we know that 
the ship sailed one and a half season, without any known 
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structural problems at all, before the accident occurred. And 
it survived the German Bight gale for many hours. 
  
That the breaks in Ormen Friske’s keel and hull occurred at 
the weakest points are rather self-evident. But this does not 
mean that the problem of the causes of the accident is solved. 
(The houses in Pompeii did of course not collapse mainly 
because of poor workmanship.) And the ship may well have 
broken apart against the cliffs of Heligoland, after being 
filled with water, when the crewmen already were dead or 
fighting for dear life in the sea. When I in March 2009 gave a 
lecture on Ormen Friske at the Maritime Museum in Stockholm 
and showed a series of photos of the wreck, several expert 
observers in the audience pointed out that the distribution of 
damages seems to show that the ship had been torn apart by 
lateral, twisting forces. To sum up this discussion, a further 
scrutiny of the photos could possibly take us a little further 
in the technical analysis than I had thought was possible. I 
stated that I would welcome any attempt of this kind. 
 
A ship is always at the cross-roads of the forces of nature, 
other environmental conditions, its physical characteristics 
and the crew's skills and ability. The stormy weather Ormen 
Friske headed straight into had come as a surprise to 
meteorologists in all countries around the North Sea.  
 
A fleet of some 20 lobster boats, which were themselves in the 
German Bight, during the previous night and morning of June 22 
sailed to shelter in Helgoland harbour. There they had to 
spend several days before the weather calmed down. 
Their boats were 10-12 meters in size. The crews knew their 
waters well and had all chosen the northern inlet to the 
island. A number of crewmen on these boats had indeed observed 
Ormen Friske on June 21, when the Viking ship left the Elbe 
estuary to sail towards Rotterdam. 
 
But Ormen Friske was still out in the open sea when the wind 
veered from southwest to west and then in the squalls reached 
storm force, i.e. in the order of 25 meters per second. The 
typical wave height was estimated by the German weather 
service to have been between four and five metres. This means 
that single waves may have been higher, even much higher. When 
the waves smashed into the underwater rocks of Helgoland’s 
southern inlet, the surf went up to 20 metres into the air. 
   
A couple of fishermen testified that, after having checked the 
moorings of their cutter, they with their own eyes had 
observed Ormen Friske close to Heligoland’s south inlet. This 
testimony is to my mind entirely believable and fits very well 
with the previously recorded sightings of the ship. This is 
regardless of some contradictions in testimony if Ormen Friske 
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was under sail or not at this crucial moment. 
  
Braun claimed that the fishermen lied, and also that they also, 
(peculiarly enough) did this in collusion with the director 
for coastal and port operations at this stretch of coast, who 
recorded their statements, which he himself deemed credible. 
Their common aim would have been political, namely that they 
as Germans were opposed to the British occupation of 
Heligoland. The island was heavily damaged in 1947 when the 
Allied powers in vain tried to blow it off the face of the sea 
and later used it as a bombing target. (Heligoland was in fact 
returned to Germany soon afterwards, in 1952.) 
 
To sum up, the main cause of the accident was, in my view, the 
storm with wind and waves far above what is safe for an open 
boat of this kind, which if the rig or rudder fails is without 
means to avoid getting the sea abeam. 
  
A second reason was that the crew may not have realized what a 
perilous situation they were getting into, or were unable to 
seek refuge when there still was time. The lobster fishermen 
in the same waters had suspected that something was amiss with 
the weather and preferred to be safe rather than sorry even 
though they ran another danger as their asylum harbour was 
situated in a military air bombing target area. 
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